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                                              IGNITION TIMING

Your engine is a complex symphony of rapidly moving parts -- pistons, rods, valves, pulleys, camshafs, a 

crankshaf -- all of these heavy, strong pieces are moving with great velocity inside your engine. Your 

piston moves up and down, the valves move in and out, the connectng rods push and pull, and the 

crankshaf spins wildly at the center of it all. This symphony plays itself out thousands of tmes every 

minute as you drive down the street.

TYPE OF TIMING

There are two kinds of tming that take a seat at every engine event

1. The frst is called cam tming,

2.  the second is igniton tming.

 Cam tming has more to do with all of the heavy stuf moving fast inside your engine. iemember 

the valves and pistons? Both of these are moving, and the piston is moving with the explosive 

oomph provided by the other cylinders in your engine. Your engine has a tming belt or chain that 

does a lot more than take energy from the spinning crankshaf and use it to spin the camshaf or 

camshafs. Its joob is to make sure the valves are out of the way when that piston comes fying 

toward the engine's head. In some engines, the piston can actually impact a valve at the top of its 

movement. In these engines, called "interference" type engines, even a slight slip in cam tming can 

be catastrophic and result in a complete engine overhaul -- thousand of dollars. This is one reason 

it's so important to inspect your tming belt for wear or damage.

 

IGNITION ADVANCE MECHANISMS

There are two general methods used in modern engines to advance and retard the igniton tming 

automatcally in relaton to engine speed and operatng conditons afer the inital tming is set manually,

most manufacturers call  these methods as automatc advance mechanisms. 

1.         Centrifugal advance mechanism.



  

2.         Vacuum advance mechanism

 1. Centrifugal advance mechanism.

 It consists of two fy weights (advance weights), cam, spring and base plate. Fig. 1The fyweights are 

carried by the distributor drive shaf through the base plate which is fxed to the drive shaf. The fy 

weights are pivoted on the base plate, and atached to the cam through springs. The cam is connected 

with the distributor drive  shaf through the springs, fy wheel and base plate.

When the engine speed increases, the weights move out due to centrifugal force rotatng the plate and 

cam in the antclockwise directon. This movement afects the desired advance. This tming of the spark 

varies from no advance at low speed to full advance at hive speed.

2.Vacuum advance mechanism. Fig  shows the vacuum advance mechanism. It consists of a 

diaphragm which automatcally advances and retards the igniton tming according to the engine speed 

and operatng conditon. The diaphragm forms to chambers, one of which is connected to the inducton 

manifold and the other is open to the atmosphere. A linkage connects the diaphragm to the distributor. 

When the diaphragm is in its normal positon, the contact beaker is held fully retarded. When the engine

speed increase, the inducton manifold depression is high and the diaphragm is pressed up by 

atmospheric pressure. The movement of the diaphragm moves the contact breaker in the opposite 

directon to rotate and thereby advancing the igniton. A decrease in vacuum allow the diaphragm to 

return back to its original setng retarding the igniton.



  

that the centrifugal advance mechanism takes much care of speed only and not the load conditons, 

whereas the vacuum advance mechanism mechanisms is applied on the distributor. In this design, part 

of the igniton advance is due to the centrifugal force and part of the vacuum produced in the intake 

manifold. The combinaton of the two mechanisms gives the practcally perfect spark tming for all 

driving conditons.


